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too much as long as it does not come to what the French
call votes defait. * . .
But, when I heard, those mostly young, fresh voices,
chanting their laughing, fierce: Ahbah^ akbak, ahmen raky
and, still more when it came to the sudden hastening
crescendo of the words that I have rendered by Something
or other very quick . . . then I understood a little of what
those young Jewish creatures meant by the gaiety of the Jew
of which the Goyyim knew nothing. . . * I have heard
other peoples sing on occasions of triumph or relief. I have
been in a London theatre when the audience with one
accord rose and sang Now thank we all our God . . . twice*
Once when it was announced from the stage that Edward
VII was pronounced safe after an operation and then
when Mafeking was relieved. And I have been among
Westminster boys when they sang Vivat Rex Georgius at a
coronation. And I have heard doughboys sing Over Here,
marching to the Argonne. And the Welsh—you should have
heard those half-religious-mad backwoods mountaineers
and miners—sing the Doxology on the first November nth.
. . . Oh, yes, and the Marseillaise sing the Marseillaise
when it was announced that two of their aviators had crossed
the Atlantic. . . . They hadn't, poor dears; they were
drowned in it.
But I never heard anything that had the fierceness, the
as it were pushing forward quality of the voices of those
young Hebrews in the hold of the ship that was hastening
to Palestine. ... As if they had been marching with vine-
leaves in their hair over the sapphire waves in the sunlight
—Jehovah helps them to do that sort of thing when He
remembers—to the taking of a for ever purified Jerusalem,
. . , And it was anyhow only a rehearsal for some later
event. ...	^
And, in spite of their voices and the contemptuous one
of the schoolmaster teaching Hebrew, and the noise of all
the skull-capped bearded men wrangling over commas
and semicolons in the Thorah, and the Riverside Drive
matrons telling of the troubles they had had when little
Franklin D. was coming * . , in spite of all that, when I

